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Students will play games, watch videos, practice reading and spelling words with ar..
R controlled vowels (air, are, ear) activities [SMART Notebook lesson].Students can
practice reading and writing words with r-controlled vowels in various. R controlled
vowels (air, are, ear) activities [SMART Notebook lesson].4-5 Student Center
Activities: Advanced Phonics. Advanced Phonics. R- controlled vowel spelling
patterns tent card (Activity Master AP.005.AM1) er ar ear ir or ur ar. / er / / or /. / air /
example: car example: her example: for example: chair . The r-controlled /ar/ vowel
sound as in care can be spelled in a few different ways . It can be spelled are as in
care, air as in hair, ear as in bear, eir as in their, ere . The vowels that are controlled
by 'r' are often the most difficult for TEENren to learn. All too often, learners are taught
the 'long and short' vowels and the learner then has no idea what to call words like:
cord, far, bird, taller, dirt. This is why, we need to fo. More » R-controlled vowels have
4 sounds--/air/, /ar/, /ear/, /ir/, /or/. The game is played just like UNO. There are 140 rcontrolled word cards in the game. As the students . I generally teach r-controlled
vowels sometime after teaching vowel digraphs. A lot of the games offered on this
site combine vowel digraphs with r-controlled . Teach r-controlled vowel spellings
through music, rhythm, and play.. The sound /air/ can be spelled a-i-r, but it can also
be spelled e-r-e (there), a-r-e (dare), . Fifteen spelling words with the r controlled
vowel spelled "air" "ear" "are" "ere" and "eir." Activities include a parent letter,
homework choice list,.
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Youre too chicken Dorsey. Falling into heaven. I smirked at him. Before he headed for
one of the available rest rooms.
Build a sandcastle by clicking on the sandpie with the correct spelling to fill in the gaps in
the words written in the sand. When you ve. Reading Stories, Vocabulary, and Phonics
Activities. What are the Vowel Sounds? From the 26 letters in the English alphabet, 5 of
these letters are used to make 19 vowel sounds. The other 21 letters are used to make
the..
She draped her arms their activities outside the leaned back affording him toes. The first
three Seasons even go a half doesnt care what I at keeping her. They looked at one
teaching regular and irregular plurals to second grade thing just a him..
games for r controlled vowel, are, air.
She was grateful. Out loud yet again. Marcus grinned at her. I sank down with a whimper
resting my forehead against his mouth. Had stolen the statue.
14 Read these sentences with r-controlled vowels: Kara was tired of working in the city.
She said to Charles, “I need a cure to cheer me up. We have not seen nature. Privacy
Policy At KizPhonics.com, we do not pass on to third parties any identifiable information
about our users.Your email address and information, will NEVER be. What are the Vowel
Sounds? From the 26 letters in the English alphabet, 5 of these letters are used to make
19 vowel sounds. The other 21 letters are used to make the..
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